Global Asset Solutions
Garden and Lawn Care Equipment and Tools - FREE
SHIPPING ON ALL ITEMS DELIVERED WITHIN THE UK
(EXCLUDES N. IRELAND)

Ripley House
Ripley Drive
Normanton Industrial Estate
Wakefield
West Yorkshire
WF6 1QT
United Kingdom

Ended 30 Mar 2020 14:25 BST

Lot

Description

1

John Deere 42inch Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine- 42inch Edge Cutting System- Deck Wash Port- 1inch to 4inch Deck
Rise Adjustment Age: As New John Deere 42" Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine Condition: AS NEW [128915]

2

John Deere 42inch Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine- 42inch Edge Cutting System- Deck Wash Port- 1inch to 4inch Deck
Rise Adjustment Age: As New John Deere 42" Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine Condition: AS NEW [128916]

3

John Deere 42inch Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine- 42inch Edge Cutting System- Deck Wash Port- 1inch to 4inch Deck
Rise Adjustment Age: As New John Deere 42" Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine Condition: AS NEW [128917]

4

John Deere 42inch Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine- 42inch Edge Cutting System- Deck Wash Port- 1inch to 4inch Deck
Rise Adjustment Age: As New John Deere 42" Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine Condition: AS NEW [128918]

5

John Deere 42inch Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine- 42inch Edge Cutting System- Deck Wash Port- 1inch to 4inch Deck
Rise Adjustment Age: As New John Deere 42" Ride On Tractor Mower 17.5hp Petrol Engine Condition: AS NEW [128919]

6

Karcher G2900x 2900psi Petrol Jet Washer The G 2900 X gas powered pressure washer is ideal for homeowners who value rock solid
performance and ease of use. It delivers 2900 PSI of TruPRESSUREâ„¢ - ensuring you get the highest level of cleaning power from its
196cc KÃ¤rcher engine. Age: As New Karch ...[more]

7

Karcher G2900x 2900psi Petrol Jet Washer The G 2900 X gas powered pressure washer is ideal for homeowners who value rock solid
performance and ease of use. It delivers 2900 PSI of TruPRESSUREâ„¢ - ensuring you get the highest level of cleaning power from its
196cc KÃ¤rcher engine. Age: As New Karch ...[more]

8

Karcher G2900x 2900psi Petrol Jet Washer The G 2900 X gas powered pressure washer is ideal for homeowners who value rock solid
performance and ease of use. It delivers 2900 PSI of TruPRESSUREâ„¢ - ensuring you get the highest level of cleaning power from its
196cc KÃ¤rcher engine. Age: As New Karch ...[more]

9

Karcher G2900x 2900psi Petrol Jet Washer The G 2900 X gas powered pressure washer is ideal for homeowners who value rock solid
performance and ease of use. It delivers 2900 PSI of TruPRESSUREâ„¢ - ensuring you get the highest level of cleaning power from its
196cc KÃ¤rcher engine. Age: As New Karch ...[more]

10

Karcher G2900x 2900psi Petrol Jet Washer The G 2900 X gas powered pressure washer is ideal for homeowners who value rock solid
performance and ease of use. It delivers 2900 PSI of TruPRESSUREâ„¢ - ensuring you get the highest level of cleaning power from its
196cc KÃ¤rcher engine. Age: As New Karch ...[more]

11

Husqvarna 28CC Petrol Leaf Blower - 1.1HP - 170MPH Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art
ergonomic design. The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower is
perfect for homeowner use. Age: As ...[more]

12

Husqvarna 28CC Petrol Leaf Blower - 1.1HP - 170MPH Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art
ergonomic design. The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower is
perfect for homeowner use. Age: As ...[more]

13

Husqvarna 28CC Petrol Leaf Blower - 1.1HP - 170MPH Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art
ergonomic design. The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower is
perfect for homeowner use. Age: As ...[more]

14

Husqvarna 28CC Petrol Leaf Blower - 1.1HP - 170MPH Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art
ergonomic design. The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower is
perfect for homeowner use. Age: As ...[more]

15

Husqvarna 28CC Petrol Leaf Blower - 1.1HP - 170MPH Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art
ergonomic design. The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower is
perfect for homeowner use. Age: As ...[more]

16

Husqvarna Petrol Blower/Vac 28cc Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art ergonomic design.
The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower comes complete with a
flare nozzle for higher air speed ...[more]

17

Husqvarna Petrol Blower/Vac 28cc Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art ergonomic design.
The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower comes complete with a
flare nozzle for higher air speed ...[more]

18

Husqvarna Petrol Blower/Vac 28cc Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art ergonomic design.
The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower comes complete with a
flare nozzle for higher air speed ...[more]

19

Husqvarna Petrol Blower/Vac 28cc Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art ergonomic design.
The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower comes complete with a
flare nozzle for higher air speed ...[more]

20

Husqvarna Petrol Blower/Vac 28cc Revolutionary handheld blower that combines high power with state-of-the-art ergonomic design.
The blower tube is engineered to be in line with the handle - minimising rotational force on the wrist. The blower comes complete with a
flare nozzle for higher air speed ...[more]

21

Husqvarna 20inch Petrol Chainsaw - 50.2CC Take your mastery of outdoor work to the next level. This is an outstanding all-round
chainsaw for anyone who values professional-grade power and performance. The X-TorqÂ® engine reduces fuel consumption and
emission levels. Meanwhile - a built-in fuel pump ...[more]

22

Husqvarna 20inch Petrol Chainsaw - 50.2CC Take your mastery of outdoor work to the next level. This is an outstanding all-round
chainsaw for anyone who values professional-grade power and performance. The X-TorqÂ® engine reduces fuel consumption and
emission levels. Meanwhile - a built-in fuel pump ...[more]

23

Husqvarna 20inch Petrol Chainsaw - 50.2CC Take your mastery of outdoor work to the next level. This is an outstanding all-round
chainsaw for anyone who values professional-grade power and performance. The X-TorqÂ® engine reduces fuel consumption and
emission levels. Meanwhile - a built-in fuel pump ...[more]

24

Husqvarna 20inch Petrol Chainsaw - 50.2CC Take your mastery of outdoor work to the next level. This is an outstanding all-round
chainsaw for anyone who values professional-grade power and performance. The X-TorqÂ® engine reduces fuel consumption and
emission levels. Meanwhile - a built-in fuel pump ...[more]

25

Husqvarna 20inch Petrol Chainsaw - 50.2CC Take your mastery of outdoor work to the next level. This is an outstanding all-round
chainsaw for anyone who values professional-grade power and performance. The X-TorqÂ® engine reduces fuel consumption and
emission levels. Meanwhile - a built-in fuel pump ...[more]

26

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 18inch Bar This lightweight and efficient chainsaw is ideal for those who want a reliable workhorse
thats simple to use. The starter cord is easy to pull - and the engine is quick to start. Featuring Smart StartÂ® technology and an XTorqÂ® engine - this chainsaw is ...[more]

27

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 18inch Bar This lightweight and efficient chainsaw is ideal for those who want a reliable workhorse
thats simple to use. The starter cord is easy to pull - and the engine is quick to start. Featuring Smart StartÂ® technology and an XTorqÂ® engine - this chainsaw is ...[more]

28

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 18inch Bar This lightweight and efficient chainsaw is ideal for those who want a reliable workhorse
thats simple to use. The starter cord is easy to pull - and the engine is quick to start. Featuring Smart StartÂ® technology and an XTorqÂ® engine - this chainsaw is ...[more]

29

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 18inch Bar This lightweight and efficient chainsaw is ideal for those who want a reliable workhorse
thats simple to use. The starter cord is easy to pull - and the engine is quick to start. Featuring Smart StartÂ® technology and an XTorqÂ® engine - this chainsaw is ...[more]

30

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 18inch Bar This lightweight and efficient chainsaw is ideal for those who want a reliable workhorse
thats simple to use. The starter cord is easy to pull - and the engine is quick to start. Featuring Smart StartÂ® technology and an XTorqÂ® engine - this chainsaw is ...[more]

31

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 16inch Bar Second generation lightweight and efficient all-round saw - ideal for those looking for a
chainsaw that is exceptionally easy to start and manoeuvre. Starts easily also with a slower pull - comes with slimmer saw body and flipup tank caps. Featuring X-To ...[more]

32

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 16inch Bar Second generation lightweight and efficient all-round saw - ideal for those looking for a
chainsaw that is exceptionally easy to start and manoeuvre. Starts easily also with a slower pull - comes with slimmer saw body and flipup tank caps. Featuring X-To ...[more]

33

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 16inch Bar Second generation lightweight and efficient all-round saw - ideal for those looking for a
chainsaw that is exceptionally easy to start and manoeuvre. Starts easily also with a slower pull - comes with slimmer saw body and flipup tank caps. Featuring X-To ...[more]

34

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 16inch Bar Second generation lightweight and efficient all-round saw - ideal for those looking for a
chainsaw that is exceptionally easy to start and manoeuvre. Starts easily also with a slower pull - comes with slimmer saw body and flipup tank caps. Featuring X-To ...[more]

35

Husqvarna Petrol Chainsaw 40.9cc 16inch Bar Second generation lightweight and efficient all-round saw - ideal for those looking for a
chainsaw that is exceptionally easy to start and manoeuvre. Starts easily also with a slower pull - comes with slimmer saw body and flipup tank caps. Featuring X-To ...[more]

36

Husqvarna Petrol Strimmer 28cc Tackle your next afternoon in the yard with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from
Husqvarna. A perfect curved shaft trimmer for homeowners - the strimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system
and fuel pump. The strong - braided w ...[more]

37

Husqvarna Petrol Strimmer 28cc Tackle your next afternoon in the yard with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from
Husqvarna. A perfect curved shaft trimmer for homeowners - the strimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system
and fuel pump. The strong - braided w ...[more]

38

Husqvarna Petrol Strimmer 28cc Tackle your next afternoon in the yard with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from
Husqvarna. A perfect curved shaft trimmer for homeowners - the strimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system
and fuel pump. The strong - braided w ...[more]

39

Husqvarna Petrol Strimmer 28cc Tackle your next afternoon in the yard with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from
Husqvarna. A perfect curved shaft trimmer for homeowners - the strimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system
and fuel pump. The strong - braided w ...[more]

40

Husqvarna Petrol Strimmer 28cc Tackle your next afternoon in the yard with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from
Husqvarna. A perfect curved shaft trimmer for homeowners - the strimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system
and fuel pump. The strong - braided w ...[more]

41

Husqvarna Petrol Trimmer 28cc Trim like a pro with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from Husqvarna. A perfect straight
shaft trimmer for homeowners - the trimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system and fuel pump. The strong braided wire cable drive can han ...[more]

42

Husqvarna Petrol Trimmer 28cc Trim like a pro with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from Husqvarna. A perfect straight
shaft trimmer for homeowners - the trimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system and fuel pump. The strong braided wire cable drive can han ...[more]

43

Husqvarna Petrol Trimmer 28cc Trim like a pro with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from Husqvarna. A perfect straight
shaft trimmer for homeowners - the trimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system and fuel pump. The strong braided wire cable drive can han ...[more]

44

Husqvarna Petrol Trimmer 28cc Trim like a pro with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from Husqvarna. A perfect straight
shaft trimmer for homeowners - the trimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system and fuel pump. The strong braided wire cable drive can han ...[more]

45

Husqvarna Petrol Trimmer 28cc Trim like a pro with this lightweight - multipurpose string trimmer from Husqvarna. A perfect straight
shaft trimmer for homeowners - the trimmer offers easy starting thanks to the Smart StartÂ® recoil system and fuel pump. The strong braided wire cable drive can han ...[more]

